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Chelsea Can Beat Arsenal In First Major Clash - By Ian 
Hudson


The first blockbuster match of the new season could see Chelsea beat Arsenal. 

Chelsea made a good start to the new Premier League season with a 3-0 win at 
Huddersfield but their opponents are one of the favourites for relegation so the value 
of the form is questionable. The new man in charge, Maurizio Sarri, encourages 
attacking football so three goals on the road is a good start.   


Manchester City will have many more comfortable away wins than the 2-0 victory at 
Arsenal over the opening weekend. The match marked the start of the post Arsene 
Wenger era at Arsenal and there were plenty of encouraging signs but ultimately City 
were the better team and scored two goals without reply. Chelsea can inflict a 
second defeat so Arsenal will be at the wrong end of the table. 


The live TV weekend football programme from the Premier League begins with 
Cardiff’s home match against Newcastle on Saturday. When 13 football odds 
compilers were asked which teams they thought would be relegated from the 
Premier League season not one did not include Cardiff in their projected bottom 
three. The consensus is that Cardiff are the least equipped of the promoted teams to 
avoid an immediate return to the Championship. 


The owner of Newcastle spent £90 million buying the House of Fraser but Mike 
Ashley has not provided funds for Rafa Benitez to buy players. The manager is 
fighting a losing battle with Ashely who seems to prioritise expanding his retail 
empire over improving the Newcastle squad. However, the side should have enough 
to win maximum points at Cardiff.  


The champions are in action for the first time this season and Manchester City 
should record a comfortable win at home against Huddersfield. City won more than 
100 points and scored more than 100 goals and finished 19 points ahead the pack 
in winning the Premier League last season. The hunger and desire was there in 
spades in the 2-0 win at Arsenal and City will again be the team to beat. 


Huddersfield scrapped and scraped their way to Premier League safety last season 
but second season syndrome is possible. They had the smallest budget in the top 
flight by some distance and they have not splashed the cash this time. Some 
aspects of playing at the top level could be more difficult second time around. 
Avoiding defeat in Manchester looks beyond them.   


Brighton relied on their home form to stay in the Premier League and managed to 
finish 15th with 40 points. Leicester were the only side not in the top six to earn 
maximum points at Brighton but only won twice on the road. Manchester United 
overall were the second best team in the Premier League last season but could not 
lay a glove on their rivals across town. Jose Mourinho has bemoaned the lack of 
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arrivals but United have a squad that could get closer to City over the full season 
and take care on Brighton on the road.   


Wilfried Zaha is Crystal Palace’s key player and they find it difficult to win in his 
absence. He did not start in nine matches last season and Palace lost the lot so his 
influence and contribution is obvious. Liverpool are being touted as the team most 
likely to give Manchester City a run for their money. They could not have made a 
better start to the new campaign with a 4-0 home win over West Ham with Mo Salah 
scoring the first goal again. A win at Palace can consolidate their position at the top 
of the league.


Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


The televised domestic match is the EFL Cup fixture in which Sheffield Wednesday 
visit Sunderland. Ties now go to a penalty shootout if scores are level after 90 
minutes but maybe the competition should be scrapped because nobody is 
bothered until the Premier League teams get involved and most of those are 
indifferent. Sunderland have sold 22,000 season tickets which is a huge number for 
a team playing in the third tier. Wednesday have won just three of their last 14 
matches on the road and team selections tonight may extend that run. 
SUNDERLAND have the deeper squad so are the bet to win the match in 90 minutes 
at 29/20 with William Hill.


There are 36 matches in the Europa League this evening so the trick is to find three 
form teams and have a decent priced treble. You would need a degree in Geography 
to identify all the locations but all we can say without fear on contradiction is that all 
the matches are being played in Europe. 


As a starting point and because I’ve heard of the name of this town let’s make a 
home win for Burnley against Istanbul Buyuk the first leg. Rosenborg often qualify 
for the Champions League and they are metaphorically in a different league to Cork 
City who they can beat at home. The banker must be Zenit in their home match 
against Dinamo Minsk. The TREBLE pays over 2/1 with Ladbrokes.   


St Helens finished top of the Super League after the regular season but are not 
taking that form into the Super 8s playoff scenario. In 2018 the Saints have lost just 
three matches in the league and one of the teams that beat them is Wakefield. They 
host St Helens tonight whose form has dipped in the last two weeks. Current form 
suggests WAKEFIELD can win this match and that result can be backed at 11/8 with 
Coral.    


There is £152,000 on offer in prize money at Salisbury today and the track have 
been rewarded with a small but select field for the Group 3 contest for cots and 
geldings aged three and older over one mile.(4.10pm) ELARQAM gets a handy six 
pounds age allowance and the horse has impeccable breeding. The Mark Johnston 
horse could edge the trainer to a new record for winners trained at 5/4 with bet365. 
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